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SUMMARY IN PLAIN ENGLISH (WITHOUT LEGAL VALUE)

What is it?

This decree-law creates a model of the standard Portuguese passport with more pages
for frequent travellers.

This decree also introduces:

the possibility of requesting passports online when a passport is lost abroad

Braille information in the passports for visually impaired people.

What will change?

1. A frequent traveller passport will be created

A passport will be created for Portuguese citizens who use it frequently. This passport
will be called the "standard passport for the frequent traveller ".

The passport for frequent travellers has 48 pages instead of the 32 pages in the normal
passport. Because it has more pages it does not need to be renewed so often.
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2. People who lose their passport abroad can request a new passport online

It will be possible to request the standard passport online (including a frequent traveller
passport) when citizens are abroad and their passport is lost, destroyed or stolen.

The passport requested online will be sent to the consulate indicated by the person
requesting it.

This passport will have the validity of the passport it replaces and can only be claimed at
the consulate by the holder indicated in the request.

The rules for online requests will be defined by a future governmental decree.

3. The passports of visually impaired people will have information in Braille

If a passport is issued to a visually impaired person it will have a transparent sticker
with information in Braille of the:

holder’s name

passport number

passport validity

4. The passport number will have two more letters

The set of letters and numbers that identifies each passport will have an additional two
letters as the system had nearly reached the limit of possible combinations.

5. The special passport can also be issued by SEF

The Immigration and Borders Service (SEF — Serviço de Estrangeiros e Fronteiras)
will now be one of the entities that can issue the special passport. The Secretariat
General of the Ministry of the Interior will no longer have this responsibility.

The special passport is a passport reserved for some people working for the State.

What are its benefits?

This decree-law is intended to:

make easier the lives of frequent travellers who will need to renew their passport less
often, saving time and money

make passport replacement easier when it has been stolen or lost abroad

allow the visually impaired to read the personal details in their passport in Braille.



When does it come into effect?

This decree-law comes into effect the day after being published.

The online passport replacement request for those who lose their passport abroad will
only be available the day after the decree that creates the rules for this request is
published.

This text is intended to present the content of the legal act in accessible, plain and
understandable language for citizens. The summary of the legal act in plain language has
no legal value and does not replace the consultation of the legal act in the Diário da
República.


